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3 Days On Planet Earth       
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Phillip Escott 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TSC Films Int'l 
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +44 7804 632 427 

info@scfilmsinternational.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 
Synopsis: An alien spaceship crash lands onto Efa’s farm with devastating consequences for all! A sci-fi action adventure. 

 

Archive       
Cast: Theo James, Stacy Martin 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Gavin Rothery 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TIndependent 
Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 207 257 8734 
Synopsis: 2049. Two and a half years into a three year research contract, George Almore is on the verge of a breakthrough. 
Stationed halfway up a snow-capped mountain near Kyoto at a secret facility codenamed 'The Garden', he has been working on a 
model that is a true human-equivalent android. His prototype is almost complete. But this most sensitive phase of his work is also the 
riskiest. Especially as George has an ulterior motive for his work that must be hidden at all costs: Being re-united with his dead wife, 
Jules. 

 

The Aspern Papers       
Cast: Jonathan Rhys Meyers, Joely Richardson, Vanessa Redgrave 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Julien Landais 
Status:  Completed 

TARRI Media Int'l 
Moritz Hemminger 
worldsales@arri.de 

Market Office: 1C-E14 
Home Office tel: +49 89 38 09 12 88 

Synopsis: Set in Venice in the late 19th century, it tells of an American editor determined to get his hands on the letters his 
icon, the Romantic poet Jeffrey Aspern, wrote to his beautiful lover and muse, Juliana Bordereau. Juliana lives in a Venetian palazzo 
with her niece Miss Tina, who she seems to control and Morton tries to manipulate. But when the ambitious adventurer trifles with 
Miss Tina’s affections she learns to see through his scheme. The Aspern Papers tells a story of obsession, grandeur lost and dreams of 
Byronic adventures.The film was shot where Henry James actually wrote it - on original locations in Venice. From script stage on, 
French director Julien Landais was supported by Executive Producer and recent Academy Award winner James Ivory. 

 

Astral       
Cast: Frank Dillane, Vanessa Grasse, Damson Idris 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Chris Mul 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Seekers 
Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7447 362 443 

info@film-seekers.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698 
Synopsis: As a student of metaphysics, Alex discovers the practice of astral projection and the scientific possibility of a 
dimension outside our own. Coming to terms with the premature death of his mother during his childhood, Alex turns to astral 
projection in an attempt to reconnect with her. 
As his experiments escalate, Alex continues to isolate himself from those who care for him. With every trip into the unknown, Alex’s 
mental state declines further, as it becomes apparent that someone... or rather something has been crossing over with him. 
In the tradition of It Follows and The Babadook comes an event level, elevated paranormal Thriller that 
redefines the genre for a new generation. 

 

The Banishing       
Cast: Jessica Brown Findlay, Sean Harris 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Chris Smith 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Jonathan Walik +44 7910 322 142 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Synopsis: A young reverend and his wife and daughter move into a manor with a horrifying secret. When a vengeful spirit 
haunts the little girl and threatens to tear the family apart, the reverend is forced to confront his beliefs. 

 

The Billion Dollar Game       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Rob Ryan 
Status:  Production 

TIndependent 
Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 207 257 8736 
Synopsis: A feature documentary about the video game franchise Grand Theft Auto 
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Bittersweet Symphony       
Cast: Suki Waterhouse, Jennifer Grey 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Jamie Adams 
Status:  Completed 

TAMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44  20 7535 6714 
Synopsis: A Film by Jamie Adams 

 

The Boat       
Cast: Joe Azzopardi 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Winston Azzopardi 
Status:  Completed 

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Distribution 
Tim Grohne +44 7493 127 126 

office@carnabyinternational.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185 
Synopsis: A lone fisherman on his daily run finds himself lost in a thick fog which proves impossible to navigate. The worst is 
yet to come when his encounter with a seemingly abandoned sailboat becomes a fight for survival against an enemy unknown. 

 

Boogie Man       
Cast: Amy Jackson, Kush Khanna, Jerry-Jane Pears, Nick Moran 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Andrew Morahan 
Status:  Completed 

TPremiere Entertainment Group 
Elias Axume 

elias@premiereent.com 
Market Office: 1C-D13 

Home Office tel: +1 213 534 3139 
Synopsis: A teenager (Khanna) falls head over heels for a model (Pears) he meets at a 1970s-themed event in London. Now 
he'll try to dance into her heart and win her over. 

 

Canaries       
Cast: Robert Pugh, Kai Owen, Richard Mylan, Hannah Daniel, Craig 

Russell, Sheena Bhattessa 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Peter Stray 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Samantha Richardson 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: 1E-F18 

Home Office tel: +44 77 313 860 63 

Synopsis: A group of friends at a New Year's Eve bash in the Valleys must fight against an invasion force of time travelling 
aliens. In this dark and funny Sci-fi horror, the new year’s resolution on everyone's lips is to stay alive. 

 

Captain Morten And The Spider Queen       
Cast: Michael McElhatton, Ciarán Hinds, Brendan Gleeson 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Kaspar Jancis 
Status:  Completed 

TSola Media 
Johannes Busse 

post@sola-media.com 
Market Office: 1C-E14 

Home Office tel: +49 71 19 68 94 440 
Synopsis: Isabelle (Katie Goldfinch) is a naive, university researcher who is sent to a gothic manor to appraise an ancient 
crucible, once belonging to a Sorcerer from the 17th Century. It soon becomes apparent that the house holds more than one dark 
secret… 

 

A Christmas Carol       
Cast: Carey Mulligan, Daniel Kaluuya, Andy Serkis, Martin Freeman, 

Simon Russell Beale, Leslie Caron, Dame Siân Phillips 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Jacqui Morris 
Status:  Completed 

TGoldcrest Films International 
Mark Lindsay 

mlindsay@saboteurmedia.com 
Market Office: 1C-D17 

Home Office tel: +1 212 897 3922 

Synopsis: A Victorian family prepares a toy theater for their annual performance of A Christmas Carol. The grandmother 
narrates the story, whilst the children change the scenery and slide the cardboard characters on and off the stage. We enter the 
imagination of one of the children and are transported from the cardboard stage into one that contains real dancers and stylized sets 
with actors voicing the characters. 
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Christmas Presence       
Cast: Charlotte Atkinson, Lorna Brown, Danny Webb, Mark 

Chatterton, Orla Cottingham, William Holstead, Elsie Bennett 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  James Cook 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Samantha Richardson 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: 1E-F18 

Home Office tel: +44 77 313 860 63 

Synopsis: A group of friends gather for the Christmas holidays at a remote Country house; however, the festivities are soon 
over when they discover a dead body and McKenzie is forced to face her dark past. As they are each killed off, one at a time by a 
malevolent Supernatural force, their deepest fears become a living nightmare. 
 

 

Chubby Funny       
Cast: Harry Michell, Augustus Prew, Isabella Laughland 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Harry Michell 
Status:  Completed 

T101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan Burke +35 38 7251 7136 

info@101-films.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7693 8079 
Synopsis: Oscar thinks he's special. He isn't. He thinks it's everyone else's fault. It's not. Moving to London, he gives himself a 
year to break into showbiz, but ends up waylaid by the same old problems: friendships, fucking, and finding ultimate fulfilment. Say 
what you like, but it's tough being Chubby Funny. 

 

Coconut The Little Dragon       
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Anthony Power 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410 
Synopsis: In this fun-filled big screen sequel, Coconut, the little fire dragon, is going on holiday, along with his crazy best 
friends, Oscar, the Gourmet dragon, and Matilda, the porcupine. As they board a steamship to take them to a mysterious summer 
camp, little do they know that what lies ahead is a hair-raising adventure involving a sinking ship, a dragon lost at sea, carnivorous 
plants and some very scary wild water dragons! This could turn out to be the worst holiday ever! But, then again, it might just be the 
best, if the Fire, Gourmet and Water dragons can settle their differences and join together to defeat the mean meat-eating plants. 
Get ready for a bright, bold and fun-packed adventure perfect for all the family, as our favourite little dragon returns in Coconut The 
Little Dragon – Into The Jungle. 

 

The Corrupted       
Cast: Sam Claflin, Charlie Murphy, Timothy Spall, Hugh Bonneville, 

Lorraine Ashbourne, David Hayman 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Ron Scalpello 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Exchange 
Sophia Aronne 

info@theexchange.ws 
Market Office: 1C-C25 

Home Office tel: +1  310 935 3760 

Synopsis: "The Corrupted" follows Liam, an ex-con determined to win back the love and trust of his family after his future was 
stolen from him by a crime syndicate led by Cullen, a mogul whose empire has infiltrated the highest levels. 

 

Crucible of the Vampire       
Cast: Neil Morrissey, Katie Goldfinch, Charles O'Neill 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Iain Ross-McNamee 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Martin Glew 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 145 555 8160 
Synopsis: Isabelle (Katie Goldfinch) is a naive, university researcher who is sent to a gothic manor to appraise an ancient 
crucible, once belonging to a Sorcerer from the 17th Century. It soon becomes apparent that the house holds more than one dark 
secret… 

 

Crystal's Shadow       
Cast: Sienna Guillory, Mhairi Calvey,  Mark Arnold 
Genre: Sci-Fi 
Director:  Ilyas Kaduji 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Martin Glew 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 145 555 8160 
Synopsis: Stalked by a strange man in black and haunted by the memories of a manipulative mother, Crystal flees into the 
dark countryside seeking help. Little does she or her new friends realize her otherworldly nature or the danger that pursues her. 
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Dark Corner       
Cast: Mirco Ricci, Rubina Di giovanni, Gianni Ricci 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Fabio Caramaschi 
Status:  Completed 

TTrue Colours Glorious Films 
Francesca Tiberi 

info@truecolours.it 
Market Office: 1C-D32 

Home Office tel: +39 06 3735 2334 
Synopsis: “Dark Corner” is a long-term cinematic experiment that lasted over twenty years. 
The director started filming the young protagonist, when he was his elementary school teacher and Mirco was a difficult six-year-old 
child growing up amid violence in the outskirts of Rome. 
For years after that, the director’s camera follows Mirco as he becomes a man, desperately struggling to become a boxing champion. 

 

Demon Eye       
Cast: Darren Day, Ellie Goffe, Liam Fox, Kate James 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Ryan Simons 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Samantha Richardson 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: 1E-F18 

Home Office tel: +44 77 313 860 63 
Synopsis: A young woman returns to her father’s country house in the Moors, following his mysterious death and discovers a 
cursed amulet, connected to local witchcraft. She discovers the amulet has dark powers and will grant you your greatest wish, but in 
return, she unlocks two deadly demons, who haunt her. 

 

Demon Eye       
Cast: Darren Day,  Ellie Goffe ,  Liam  Fox, Kate  James 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Ryan  Simons 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Samantha Richardson 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: 1E-F18 

Home Office tel: +44 77 313 860 63 
Synopsis: A young woman returns to her father’s country house in the Moors, following his mysterious death and discovers a 
cursed amulet, connected to local witchcraft. She discovers the amulet has dark powers and will grant you your greatest wish, but in 
return, she unlocks two deadly demons, who haunt her. 

 

Denmark       
Cast: Rafe Spall, Simone Lykke, Thomas Gabrielsson, Benedikte 

Hansen, Joel Fry, Steve Speirs 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Adrian Shergold 
Status:  Completed 

TWestEnd Films 
Jonathan Walik +44 7910 322 142 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 

Synopsis: Herb’s life is a mess. He’s lost his welfare, can’t hold a job, can’t talk to his son, has a neighbour who won’t shut up 
and a diet that consists mainly of cheap beer and mushy peas. It’s no way to live and he knows it. 
Then he learns from a TV news report that Danish prisoners have it way better than he does: a job, accessible healthcare, the quiet of 
the countryside, even an HDTV. They’re practically living in hotels. 
He says goodbye (and good riddance) to his dingy flat and smuggles himself to Denmark aboard a cargo ship, landing in a quaint town 
with everything he needs -- including a bank to rob. But when he meets a friendly local barmaid and a lovable stray dog that won’t 
leave his side, he begins to wonder if prison really is his only chance of a fulfilling life. 

 

Dirty God       
Cast: Vicky Knight, Katherine Kelly 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Sacha Polak 
Status:  Completed 

TIndependent 
Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 207 257 8734 
Synopsis: Jade is a young mother recovering from an acid attack that has left her with severe facial burns. Her face has been 
reconstructed, but her beauty is gone. 
Distanced from her daughter, Jade finds solace in the hidden world of online liaisons where she uncovers the passion and connection 
she's craved. But when her life is turned upside down once more, those around can do little to halt her descent. As her family life and 
friendships start to crumble, Jade takes drastic action, finally finding the path back to her daughter and herself. 
DIRTY GOD is a powerful film about motherhood, courage and self-acceptance. 
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Good Posture       
Cast: Grace Van Patten,  Emily Mortimer, Nat Wolf,  Ebo-Moss 

Bachrach, Condola Rashad 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Dolly Wells 
Status:  Completed 

TAMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44  20 7535 6714 

Synopsis: Set in current day Brooklyn, Good Posture is the story of Lilian (Grace Van Patten) a lazy but charming and beautiful 
young woman who, having broken up with her boyfriend has been placed into the care of family friend and famed reclusive author, 
Julia Price (Emily Mortimer). To impress her ex-boyfriend, and the other cynics around her, Lilian suddenly decides to make a 
documentary on Julia - albeit an unauthorized one - with surprisingly amusing results. 

 

Guardians       
Cast: Matt Prendergast, David Whitney 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Mark Ac Brown 
Status:  Completed 

T101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan Burke +353 8 7251 7136 

info@101-films.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7693 8079 
Synopsis: The East-end of London, an area with a chequered past and an uncertain future. Carlson and Lavender, two 
dispirate people who are thrown together to look after a 200-year-old townhouse. At first, these ill-suited men only have to deal with 
each other, but it soon becomes clear that there is more to this old house than meets the eye. Noises, shadows, strange apparitions all 
point to the house being watched. But by whom? Ghosts? Intruders? Sex fiends? Whoever it is, these two idiots are not equipped to 
deal with it! 

 

A Guide To Second Date Sex       
Cast: George McKay, Alexandra Roach 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Rachel Hirons 
Status:  Completed 

TAMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44  20 7535 6714 
Synopsis: Laura and Ryan are perfect for each other: 
they both love Meryl Streep, have been totally destroyed by previous relationships, and they have no idea what they are supposed to 
do tonight. They also both know that they’ll have to pretend to be completely different to how they’ve ever been previously, in the 
hope of getting it right this time. 
How bad can a second date really go and what is there to lose? Ryan and Laura are about to find out... 

 

Hope Gap       
Cast: Annette Bening, Bill Nighy, Josh O'Conner 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  William Nicholson 
Status:  Post-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Charlotte Lopez 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: Grace (Annette Bening) and Edward (Bill Nighy) have been married twenty-nine years. When their son Jamie comes 
to visit for the weekend at their seaside home, Edward informs him that he plans to leave Grace. The next day. Just another break-up.  
HOPE GAP tracks the unravelling of three lives, through stages of shock, disbelief and anger, to a resolution, of sorts. It’s tender, it’s 
funny and above all, true. There are no easy answers, no simple paths to redemption, but in the end, it is a story of survival. A story of 
hope. 

 

How To Build A Girl       
Cast: Beanie Feldstein, Paddy Considine, Alfie Allen, Sarah 

Solemani, Chris O'Dowd, Emma Thompson 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Coky Giedroyc 
Status:  Post-Production 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Charlotte Lopez 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 

Synopsis: It’s 1993, and there’s only one way for a fat, bright, funny, working-class sixteen year old (Beanie Feldstein) to break 
out of her tiny, crowded house in Wolverhampton, and go on the somehow noble sex-quest she desires - to reinvent herself as 
swashbuckling, top-hat-wearing rock critic Dolly Wilde, and explode all over London. The only question is - was Dolly Wilde the right girl 
to build? 
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Hurricane       
Cast: Iwan Rheon, Milo Gibson, Stephanie Martini, Kristof Hadek, 

Marcin Dorocinski 
Genre: Action/Adventure 
Director:  David Blair 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410 

Synopsis: The story of the Polish fliers who found themselves fighting for the freedom of their own country in foreign skies. 
Seen through the eyes of Jan Zumbach, fighter ace and adventurer, it tells how the Poles, driven across Europe by the German war 
machine, finally made their last stand.  
Flying Hurricanes for the RAF over Britain, they became a key component in the legend of ‘The Few’. Up against the might of the 
Luftwaffe they hoped that, by saving Great Britain from Nazi invasion, they were keeping the dream of a free Poland alive. In the lethal 
melee above England in that summer of 1940, they fought with a tenacity and skill that earned them the admiration of the whole 
British nation. The dogfights against superior planes cost some of the men their lives.  
The constant strain of gladiatorial combat took away the sanity of others. But, as Zumbach discovers as the war stutters to a close, 
becoming the best in the RAF is a hollow victory for the Poles. Hurricane shows how, even in a man’s finest hour, cynical political 
manoeuvrings can destroy his hopes, strip away his dignity and lead him to a very dark place indeed. 

 

I Love My Mum       
Cast: Kierston Wareing, Tommy French 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Alberto Sciamma 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Seekers 
Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7447 362 443 

info@film-seekers.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698 
Synopsis: Following a car crash Ron and Olga are bizarrely transported from their comfy world into an uncertain one -- from 
the safety of their living-room in England, into an alien world in North Africa and across Europe. Without money or documents and still 
in their pyjamas, they will need to put aside their mutual animosity and find a way back.  
Olga and her son Ron, both living in the portside town of Tilbury, manage to accidently exile themselves from their own country over 
an argument about cheese. As if being stranded in Morocco without documents or money wasn’t enough, they have to find a way to 
immigrate back home.  
With a relationship that is strained at the best of times, mother and son have to survive each other as well as a journey across the 
Mediterranean and European continent. As their absurd adventure unfolds, the two come face-to-face with their own insecurities. 
While the manipulative but uninhibited mother hides her vulnerabilities behind her crass and carefree manners, her juvenile son 
struggles between wanting his own independence and needing his mother’s support.  
 

 

Ilkley       
Cast: Derek Jacobi, Roger Allam, Tom Brooke, Anna Maxwell 

Martin, Harry Melling 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  Harry Michell 
Status:  Post-Production 

TIndependent 
Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 207 257 8735 

Synopsis: Orphaned brothers and Christian radicals, Tim and Vic, arrive in Ilkley with the relatively straightforward task of 
assassinating infamous secularist Professor John Huxley. However, after a classic case of mistaken identity, they find themselves having 
murdered the wrong man. Now stuck in the town during Ilkley's busiest weekend, they wait for the arrival of a foreboding mentor to 
give them instruction. The mission must still be completed - that's providing Vic’s rage, Tim’s doubts or the efforts of foul-mouthed 
Detective Inspector Brough don't get in the way first. 

 

Judy       
Cast: Renee Zellweger, Jessie Buckley 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Rupert Goold 
Status:  Post-Production 

TPathé Films 
Agathe Theodore 

contact@pathe.com 
Market Office: 1C-D14 

Home Office tel: +33 1 71 72 30 00 
Synopsis: Winter 1968 and showbiz legend Judy Garland arrives in Swinging London to perform in a sellout run at The Talk of 
the Town. It is 30 years since she shot to global stardom in THE WIZARD OF OZ, but if her voice has weakened, its dramatic intensity 
has only grown. As she prepares for the show, battles with management, charms musicians, and reminisces with friends and adoring 
fans, her wit and warmth shine through. Even her dreams of romance seem undimmed as she embarks on a courtship with Mickey 
Deans, her soon-to-be fifth husband. And yet Judy is fragile. After working for 45 of her 47 years, she is exhausted; haunted by 
memories of a childhood lost to Hollywood; gripped by a desire to be back home with her kids. Will she have the strenght to go on? 
Featuring some of her best-known songs, including the timeless classic ‘Over the Rainbow’, JUDY celebrates the voice, the capacity for 
love and the sheer pizzazz of “the world’s greatest entertainer”. 
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The Keeper       
Cast: David Kross, Freya Mavor, John Henshaw, Harry Melling, Gary 

Lewis, Dervla Kirwan 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Marcus H. Rosenmueller 
Status:  Completed 

TBeta Cinema 
Tassilo Hallbauer 

beta@betacinema.com 
Market Office: 1C-E14 

Home Office tel: +49 89 67 34 69 828 

Synopsis: While visiting a PoW camp near Manchester at the end of WWII, Margaret and her father, the manager of the local 
football team, notice a young German soldier Bert Trautmann. Margaret’s father is so taken by Bert’s prowess as a goal-keeper that he 
gets him out of the camp to play for his team. While Margaret’s and Bert’s love slowly blossoms despite local hostility, Bert’s heroics in 
goal are noticed by Man City. Rather than going back to Germany, Bert marries Margaret and signs for Man City. His signing causes 
outrage to thousands of fans, many of them Jewish. But Bert and Margaret receive support from an unexpected direction: Rabbi 
Alexander Altmann, who fled the Nazis. Thus Bert’s path to acceptance begins. At the 1956 FA Cup Final he achieves ultimate 
reconciliation, when he secures victory by playing on despite breaking his neck. Yet fate twists the knife for both Margaret and Bert 
and their loyalty to each other will be put to the test once more. 

 

Kill Ben Lyk       
Cast: Simone Ashley, Martyn Ford, Eugene Simon, Gretchen Egolf 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Erwan Marinopoulos 
Status:  Completed 

TOrange Studio 
Emilie Serres 

contact.orangestudio@orange.com 
Market Office: 1C-D14 

Home Office tel: +33 1 57 36 11 11 
Synopsis: Within 24 hours three people have been murdered in London, all by the name of Ben Lyk. Scotland Yard decides to 
gather together all the other Ben Lyks located in London until they can figure out who’s after them and why. 

 

Killer Weekend       
Cast: Mark Heap, Sean Verey, Danny Kirrane, Perry Fitzpatrick 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Ben Kent 
Status:  Completed 

TRaven Banner Entertainment 
Michaelangelo Masangkay 

sales@ravenbanner.ca 
Market Office: 1B-E22 

Home Office tel: +1  416 778 9090 
Synopsis: When a hopeless stag party goes on a mock zombie survival weekend, an unfortunate turn of events leaves them 
fighting for their lives. 

 

The Kleptocrats       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Havana Marking 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Nathalie Rothschild +44 7506 104 903 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: A Malaysian wealth fund is looted of US$3.5 billion. With little to go on, dogged investigative reporters from The 
New York Times, Wall Street Journal and Hollywood Reporter retrace the dirty money, via real estate deals and movie financing 
including The Wolf of Wall Street, back to the top echelons of the Malaysian government. 

 

Lake Red       
Cast: Natasha Henstridge, Sam Keeley 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Glen Kirby 
Status:  Development 

TSC Films Int'l 
Fumie Suzuki Lancaster +44 7804 632 

427 
info@scfilmsinternational.com 

Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 
Home Office tel: +44 20 7287 1900 

Synopsis: A small town attorney (JESSICA) heads to an isolated cabin in the woods with her murdered brother's daughter 
(RED) to help with the grieving process, where an ominous and spiritual presence influences the daughter to sleepwalk into the forest, 
where she gains access to a purgatory-like world. 
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Lancaster Skies       
Cast: Jeffrey Mundell, Rosa Coduri, Henry Smith, Kris Saddler, Vin 

Hawke 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Callum Burn 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410 

Synopsis: 1943: Angry and bereaved by the death of his younger brother, Flight Lieutenant Douglas Miller, a broken, solitary, 
spitfire ace, who survived The Battle of Britain, transfers to Bomber Command, determined to take the war to the skies over Germany. 
On arriving at his new posting, he is given the unenviable task of replacing the much loved Skipper of an experienced Lancaster Bomber 
crew, who was killed in action just days before. Struggling to bond with his new crew, and obsessed with his mission to wage war at 
any cost, Douglas must find a way to gain their trust, and overcome his inner demons, in order to become the leader they so 
desperately need. 

 

Life With Dog       
Cast: Corbin Bernsen, Chelsey Crisp, Marilu Henner 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Corbin Bernsen 
Status:  Completed 

TPure Flix / Quality Flix 
Ron Gell 

ron.assist@pureflix.com 
Market Office: 1C-B14 

Home Office tel: +1 818 436 0053 
Synopsis: "My wife had faith, I had doubt - you'd be surprised how well those two work together!" That's been Joe Bigler's 
"life operating manual" until his wife died in a mysterious bicycle accident. Now without her faith to help him mourn, and his doubt 
driving toward a mystery surrounding her death, Joe is left with more questions than he can handle, and quickly finds himself spiraling 
into a dark abyss - uncertain of all things. His rescue comes in the form of a Dog who wanders into his rose garden and refuses to leave. 
"Dog," as Joe unaffectionately refers to him, never utters a single bark, but engages Joe in silent conversation, and together they form 
an unexpected bond. And with that bond comes a new understanding of love, mercy, and compassion along with the beginnings of a 
personalized faith that helps Joe not only begin to grieve and heal, but also discover the answers to the unsolved mystery surrounding 
his wife's accident...and ultimately an ability to forgive at the highest level. 

 

Made on Merseyside - The Beatles       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Alan Byron 
Status:  Completed 

TScreenbound International Pictures 
Martin Glew 

info@screenbound.co.uk 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 145 555 8160 
Synopsis: The incredible story of how the Beatles emerged from post war Liverpool and turned music upon its head with their 
changes from skiffle to rock and roll and the creation of the Mersey Beat sound. 

 

Maiden       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Alex Holmes 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Nathalie Rothschild +44 7506 104 903 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: In the late 1980s, amateur British sailor Tracy Edwards decided she’d had enough of being dismissed and belittled 
as the only woman in seafaring crews she’d participated in. Setting her sights on the upcoming Whitbread Round the World Race—a 
staggering 40,000-nautical-mile circumnavigation of the earth that few boats dared tackle—Tracy assembled the world’s first 
international all-female sailing crew and entered the competition. As they weathered not only life-threatening high seas but also a 
storm of sexism in the media, this inspiring group of women had to rely on their own pure resilience—and each other—to prove the 
naysayers and skeptics wrong. What they hadn’t quite expected, however, was how their expedition would come to signify so much 
more than just a race to the finish line. 

 

Meeting Gorbachev       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Andre Singer 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Nathalie Rothschild +44 7506 104 903 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: Using Gorbachev’s personal archives as well as interviews with key political players from the last 30 years, MEETING 
GORBACHEV is a deeply humanising portrait of one of the 20th Century’s most defining politicians and one of the men who ended the 
Cold War. 
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Midnight Traveler       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Hassan Fazili 
Status:  Completed 

TDoc & Film Int'l 
Clémence Lavigne 

c.lavigne@docandfilm.com 
Market Office: 1C-D14 

Home Office tel: +33 1 42 77 56 87 
Synopsis: In 2015, after Hassan Fazili’s documentary Peace in Afghanistan aired on Afghan national television, the Taliban 
assassinated the film’s main subject and put a price on Fazili’s head. Fearing for their survival, the Fazili family fled Kabul for Tajikistan. 
Yet after 14 months spent submitting asylum applications that were rejected again and again, they were deported back to Afghanistan. 
It was at this juncture that Hassan picked up his cell phone and hit the record button. 

 

Mr. Jones       
Cast: James Norton, Vanessa Kirby, Peter Sarsgaard 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Agnieszka Holland 
Status:  Completed 

TWestEnd Films 
Jonathan Walik +44 7910 322 142 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Synopsis: 1933. Gareth Jones (James Norton) is an ambitious young Welsh journalist who gained fame after his report on 
being the first foreign journalist to fly with Hitler. Whilst working as an advisor to Lloyd George, he is now looking for his next big story. 
The Soviet “utopia” is all over the news, and Jones is intrigued as to how Stalin is financing the rapid modernisation of the Soviet Union.  
On leaving his government role, Jones decides to travel to Moscow in an attempt to get an interview with Stalin himself. There he 
meets Ada Brooks (Vanessa Kirby), a British journalist working in Moscow, who reveals that the truth behind the regime is being 
violently repressed. Hearing murmurs of government-induced famine, a secret carefully guarded by the Soviet censors, Jones manages 
to elude the authorities and travels clandestinely to Ukraine, where he witnesses the atrocities of man-made starvation – millions left 
to starve – as all grain is sold abroad to finance the industrialising Soviet empire.  
Deported back to London, Jones publishes an article revealing the horrors he witnessed. But the starvation is denied by Western 
journalists reporting from Moscow, all under pressure from the Kremlin, including Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Walter Duranty 
(Peter Sarsgaard). As death threats mount, Jones has to fight for the truth. Meeting a young author by the name of George Orwell, 
Jones shares his findings… helping inspire the great allegorical novel Animal Farm. 

 

Muscle       
Cast: Cavan Clerkin, Craig Fairbrass 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Gerard Johnson 
Status:  Post-Production 

TWestEnd Films 
Jonathan Walik +44 7910 322 142 

info@westendfilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7494 8300 
Synopsis: Simon isn’t living the life he wants. He’s tired of his dead-end job at a call centre – and he isn’t even any good at it. 
He and his girlfriend are painfully drifting apart. He’s sick of his pudgy body and his life. It’s time to make a change and hit the gym. 
His inexperience, timid nature, and soft body stick out in this run-down gym full of Schwarzeneggers. Immediately, he draws the 
attention of an intimidating personal trainer named Terry who offers to coach him. Terry’s criminal past, impulse to humiliate, and 
aggressive style all concern Simon – but he swiftly sees results and finally feels alive. 
All too quickly though, Simon’s life spins out of control after his girlfriend leaves him and Terry becomes his boss, friend, and 
roommate. Simon suddenly finds himself trapped, stuck in a self-destructive spiral, as every aspect of his life now dangerously rests in 
Terry’s big, tough hands... 

 

The Mysterious Death Of Lord Harrington       
Cast: Craig Kelly, Kim Kold, Enn Reitel 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Crime 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Seekers 
Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7447 362 443 

info@film-seekers.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698 
Synopsis: Lord Harrington has invited his company board members to the Opera in the town of Valletta on the Island of 
Malta, accompanied by his daughter Lady Elizabeth Harrington and his heir Callum but soon they are faling prey to supernaturally large 
wolf-like animal. 
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Only You       
Cast: Laia Costa, Josh O'Connor 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Harry Wootliff 
Status:  Completed 

TThe Bureau Sales 
Clémentine Hugot 

sales@lebureaufilms.com 
Market Office: 1C-D14 

Home Office tel: +33 6 68 65 74 44 
Synopsis: Jake and Elena meet on New Year’s Eve and fall madly in love. They find a naïve delight in each other that is 
captivating. Just weeks in and they’re living together. They feel complete. They make love without contraception, fantasizing about 
having a baby. But the baby doesn’t materialise. Pressure builds and the idea a family starts to become all they want in life. Elena feels 
like she’s a failure. Her previous insecurities around relationships haunt her. Jake struggles to hang on to the idea that their love is 
flawless and always will be. He tries to be the perfect support but flounders and hates himself for it. They stray increasingly further 
away from where they began and we fear they will never find their way back. A passionate, romantic, and contemporary love story, 
about the struggle to remain in love when life doesn’t give you everything you want it to. 

 

Out Of Blue       
Cast: Patricia Clarkson, James Caan, Toby Jones, Aaron Tveit, 

Mamie Gummer, Jonathan Majors, Devyn A Tyler 
Genre: Crime 
Director:  Carol Morley 
Status:  Completed 

TIndependent 
Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 207 257 8735 

Synopsis: When homicide detective Mike Hoolihan is called to investigate the shooting of leading astrophysicist and black 
hole expert, Jennifer Rockwell, she is affected in ways she struggles to comprehend. Revolving around contemporary New Orleans and 
the mysteries of the universe, OUT OF BLUE is a neo-noir detective story, a metaphysical mystery, in which Mike’s quest for the truth 
destabilizes her view of the world, and herself. 

 

Outside       
Cast: Imelda Staunton, Carla Juri, Alec  Secareanu 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Romola Garai 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TAMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44  20 7535 6714 
Synopsis: A young man is brought to a dilapidated house in order to care for a woman and her elderly, dying mother. Falling 
in love with the younger woman, he begins to suspect she is enslaved to a demon, and resolves to fight the creature and rescue the 
woman he loves…but all is not what it seems. 
Outside will star Carla Juri (Blade Runner 2049, Wetlands), Alec Secareanu (God’s Own Country) and Imelda Staunton (Vera Drake, 
Pride, Harry Potter). Matthew James Wilkinson of Stigma Films, (who is currently in pre-production on the Untitled Danny 
Boyle/Richard Curtis film for Working Title Films/Universal) is producing. Damian Jones (The Lady In The Van, The Iron Lady) is 
executive producer. 

 

Pink Wall       
Cast: Tatiana Maslany, Jay Duplass 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Tom Cullen 
Status:  Completed 

TAMP Int'l 
Nina Kolokouri 

info@amp-film.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44  20 7535 6714 
Synopsis: PINK WALL is a modern day romance, following the six year relationship of Jenna (Tatiana Maslany) and Leon (Jay 
Duplass). Intimately told through defining moments along their journey together, the film explores how both friendship and 
resentments grow as the pressures of adult life confront them. 

 

Prophecy       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Charlie Paul 
Status:  Completed 

TWide House 
Marine Perez 

infos@widehouse.org 
Market Office: 1C-E14 

Home Office tel: +33 1 53 95 24 41 
Synopsis: Plunged into the mind of darkly comic obsessive Peter Howson, this rare and deeply intimate exploration of an oil 
painting is the first major film to reveal the motive and techniques behind each stroke of paint as the artist is creating. Howson draws 
inspiration from world unrest, religion and mythology. 
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Reborn       
Cast: Kayleigh Gilbert, Barbara Crampton, Michael Pare, Chaz Bono, 

Rae Dawn Chong, Monte Markham, Peter Bogdanovich 
Genre: Horror 
Director:  Julian Richards 
Status:  Completed 

TJinga Films 
Kevin Law +44 7971 845 546 

info@jingafilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 8960 7679 

Synopsis: A stillborn baby girl is abducted from hospital by a morgue attendant and brought back to life. On her sixteenth 
birthday she escapes captivity and sets out to find her birth mother leaving a bloody trail of destruction behind her. 

 

Rialto       
Cast: Tom Vaughan-Lawlor 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Peter Mackie Burns 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TThe Bureau Sales 
Clémentine Hugot 

sales@lebureaufilms.com 
Market Office: 1C-D14 

Home Office tel: +33 6 68 65 74 44 
Synopsis: In the wake of his father’s death, Colm must come to terms with his actions and find the resolve to halt the 
crumbing facade of his home, his family, and everything he has built. 

 

Run       
Cast: Mark Stanley, Marli Siu, Amy Manson, Anders Hayward 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Scott Graham 
Status:  Production 

TFilm Constellation 
Edward Parodi 

info@filmconstellation.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7702 0605 
Synopsis: The Northern Scottish town of Fraserburgh; where boys become men through late-night drag racing as they dream 
of escapism. Like many, Finnie, a 36-year old former street racer, now works at the local fish factory with his teenage son, who is slowly 
following in his footsteps. One night, struggling to deal with his inner turmoil, and no longer able to ignore the fact that he's going 
nowhere, he decides to go for one final joyride and risks losing his family forever. 

 

Samurai Marathon       
Cast: Takeru Sato, Nana Komatsu, Mirai Moriyama 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Bernard Rose 
Status:  Post-Production 

THanWay Films 
Janina Vilsmaier 

info@hanwayfilms.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7290 0750 
Synopsis: At the end of Edo period, a lord of Annaka clan gathers his retainers and announces to hold a marathon to train 
themselves for potential attacks from overseas. With a carrot dangled in front of them, retainers join the marathon to get a prize. In 
the meanwhile, the central Edo government sends an assassin to kill the Annaka lord, after receiving a message from their spy Jinnai 
who has mistaken the assembly as a sign of rebellion. To straighten out the fatal misunderstanding, Jinnai and other retainers run 
desperately to save the domain head from the assassin. 

 

Scarborough       
Cast: Jodhi May, Jessica Barden, Jordan Bolger, Edward Hogg 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Barnaby Southcombe 
Status:  Completed 

TGlobal Screen 
Alice Buquoy 

info@globalscreen.de 
Market Office: 1C-E14 

Home Office tel: +49 89 24 41 29 55 00 
Synopsis: In a once glamorous Scarborough hotel, away from prying eyes, two couples laugh, quarrel, and make love as they 
come to terms with the impossibility of their forbidden love. At barely 16 years old, two of them are still at school... and the others, 
their teachers. 

 

Show Me The Picture: The Story Of Jim Marshall       
Cast: Jim Marshall 
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Alfred George Bailey 
Status:  Post-Production 

TFilm Constellation 
Edward Parodi 

info@filmconstellation.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7702 0605 
Synopsis: An outsider with attitude, Show Me The Picture: The Story of Jim Marshall chronicles the infamous photographer’s 
life behind and outside the camera. A child of immigrants and a life battling inner demons, Jim fought his way to become one of the 
most trusted mavericks behind a lens throughout 60’s history. 
A passion for music led him to capture some of the most iconic figures in music history from Bob Dylan, The Rolling Stones, to the 
infamous image of Jimi Hendrix burning his guitar. It was his abrasive but honest approach to his subjects combined with incredible skill 
to build trust that expanded his portfolio beyond celebrities, documenting history across the ages. 
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The Souvenir       
Cast: Honor Swinton Byrne, Tom Burke, Tilda Swinton 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Joanna Hogg 
Status:  Completed 

TProtagonist Pictures 
Charlotte Lopez 

info@protagonistpictures.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7734 9000 
Synopsis: Between script pitches and camera setups, Julie hosts a film-school cohort party where she meets a mysterious 
man named Anthony. A few days later, Anthony invites Julie to a tea room and asks to stay with her for a few days. Thus begins Julie’s 
first serious love affair. Ignoring her cohort and borrowing large amounts of money from her parents, Julie surrenders to the 
relationship and prioritizes Anthony’s needs. 

 

Stardog And Turbocat       
Cast: Gemma Arterton, Bill Nighy 
Genre: Children's 
Director:  Ben Smith 
Status:  Completed 

TKaleidoscope Film Distribution 
Daniel Cooper +44 7590 316 488 

sales@kaleidoscopefilmdistribution.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3397 4410 
Synopsis: In 1966, loyal dog Buddy is launched into space in a NASA rocket by his owner, scientist David. When he crash lands 
in 2016, he finds himself in Glenview, a small town where pets are banned and ruthlessly rounded up by animal-hating Police Officer, 
Peck. Desperate to be reunited with his owner, Buddy realises the only way back home is to recruit genius millionaire, Felix AKA 
TurboCat, a vigilante superhero cat. When they encounter rabbit Celine and her misfit organisation of animal rights activists, Peck 
closes in and Buddy and Felix are forced to become the heroes they need to be! It’s a hilarious animated superhero adventure that tells 
a story of friendship, heroism and belief in the human capacity for good; that introduces the whole family to the greatest heroes ever 
unleashed: SPACEDOG AND TURBOCAT! 

 

Strike       
Cast: Ken Stott, Lizzie Waterworth-Santo, Naomi McDonald 
Genre: Animation 
Director:  Trevor Hardy 
Status:  Production 

T101 Films Int'l 
Eoghan Burke +353 8 7251 7136 

info@101-films.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7693 8079 
Synopsis: To save his family a young miner mole needs to defeat a mobster cat and get selected to play in the Wild World 
Soccer Cup. 

 

Summit Fever       
Cast: Freddie Thorp 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Julian Gilbey 
Status:  Production 

TCarnaby Int'l Sales & Distribution 
Tim Grohne +44 7493 127 126 

office@carnabyinternational.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7434 0185 
Synopsis: A young climber spends a hedonistic summer in Chamonix whilst attempting the world's deadliest trio of 
mountains. 

 

Sunburn       
Cast: Ryan Tonkin, Helena Antonio, Carlos Martin, Ania Marson 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Anthony Alleyne 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494 

info@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 1256 385909 
Synopsis: During the hot, sweltering summer, Mike, a young American tourist goes looking for his missing friend in an isolated 
Spanish village. Here, he gets embroiled with an alluring local woman who soon becomes obsessed with him. Forced to escape, Mike 
soon finds that the horror is far greater than he could have ever imagined. 

 

Surviving Christmas       
Cast: Michael Landes, Gemma Whelan, Joely Richardson, James 

Fox, Julian Ovenden, Sally Phillips, Patricia Hodge 
Genre: Comedy 
Director:  James Dearden 
Status:  Production 

TMetro Int'l Entertainment 
Sam Parker 

sales@metro-films.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7396 5301 

Synopsis: When two sisters come together to spend Christmas with their families in their recently deceased parents' country 
house, anciet sibling rivalries flare up with hilariously chaotic consequences. 
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Tehran City Of Love       
Cast: Forough Ghajabegli, Mehdi Saki, Amir Hessam Bakhtiar, 

Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ali Jaberansari 
Status:  Completed 

TReel Suspects 
Anais Gagliardi 

info@reelsuspects.com 
Market Office: 1C-D14 

Home Office tel: +33 1 58 51 42 95 
Synopsis: Three lonely people, each looking for love in their own ways. This is hard enough in any big city – never mind in 
Tehran, where individual freedoms can’t be taken for granted. In a sexy voice on the telephone, an overweight receptionist seduces 
men who wouldn’t look twice at her real 'me'. In revenge, her sexy alter ego stands up every single one of the dates she makes. A 
former bodybuilding champion now earns a living as a personal trainer. When he gets a promising young sportsman as a client, he 
drops everything else; even a very promising acting job for a well-known French director. A singer at religious funerals is dumped by his 
fiancée. He tries to find new purpose in life by retraining as a singer at weddings and parties. That’s a lot more attractive to women, his 
friend assures him. 

 

Tell It To The Bees       
Cast: Anna Paquin, Holliday Grainger 
Genre: Romance 
Director:  Annabel Jankel 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Constellation 
Edward Parodi 

info@filmconstellation.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7702 0605 
Synopsis: Gripped by a failing marriage and the responsibilities of having a young son, Lydia (Holliday Grainger) finds solace in 
her growing bond with the town’s new female doctor Jean (Anna Paquin). But this is the 1950s in a post-WWII rural Scotland, and the 
womens’ relationship prompts raised eyebrows in their provincial circles. A romance before its time, TELL IT TO THE BEES is a heart-
wrenching portrait of a love against all odds. 

 

This Weekend Will Change Your Life       
Cast: David Bamber, Niky Wardley, Caitlin Innes Edwards, James 

Utechin, Adam Paul Harvey, Tom Richards, Kate Sissons 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Robert Mullan 
Status:  Completed 

TDevilworks 
Samantha Richardson 

info@devilworks.eu 
Market Office: 1E-F18 

Home Office tel: +44 77 313 860 63 

Synopsis: A group of misfits head to a therapy retreat in the back country, hoping to develop self awareness and find 
enlightenment from their troubled lives. Waiting for them is a manipulative leader, who targets the damaged and vulnerable, creating 
a toxic atmosphere, which leads to crime and murder 

 

True History Of The Kelly Gang       
Cast: Russell Crowe, George Mackay, Nicholas Hoult 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Justin Kurzel 
Status:  Post-Production 

TMemento Films Int'l 
Alexandre Moreau 

sales@memento-films.com 
Market Office: 1C-D14 

Home Office tel: +33 1 53 34 90 33 
Synopsis: Set against the badlands of colonial Australia where the English rule with a bloody fist and the Irish endure, Ned 
Kelly (George MacKay) discovers he comes from a line of Irish rebels called the Sons of Sieve, an uncompromising army of cross 
dressing bandits immortalized for terrorizing their oppressors back in Ireland. Nurtured by the notorious bushranger Harry Power 
(Russell Crowe) and fueled by the unfair arrest of his mother, Ned Kelly recruits a wild bunch of warriors to plot one of the most 
audacious attacks of anarchy and rebellion the country has ever seen. Loved by the people, feared by his enemies and carved in history 
Ned Kelly is more than a Robin Hood, he is a f***ing legend. 

 

Two Graves       
Cast: Dave Johns, David Hayman, Josh Herdman, Katie Jarvis, Cathy 

Tyson, Danielle Harold, Kedar William-Stirling 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Gary Young 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494 

info@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 1256 385909 

Synopsis: From the writer and producer of 'Harry Brown', Two Graves is a dark modern day revenge neo noir dealing with 
themes of revenge, unspoken secrets and uncomfortable truths. 
Margaret Powers, a middle-aged, middle class doctor of pathology, seeks revenge when she captures and tortures the young man she 
believes murdered her son. But, in a bid to extract a confession, her actions lead to tragedy and unearth a series of deep and troubling 
truths. 
Aided by Zoe, a twenty-something recovering addict, who survives on her instincts and wits and Margaret's son's former lover, Zoe is 
dogged by her former pimp, Teddy, a deceitful, manipulative and dangerous thug. 
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Under The Wire       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Chris Martin 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Nathalie Rothschild +44 7506 104 903 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 
Synopsis: Under the Wire is the epic feature-length story of Marie Colvin and Paul Conroy's incredible journey into the 
besieged city of Homs, Syria. One of the most dramatic stories yet to emerge from the Arab Spring, and the pivotal event in the tragedy 
of modern day Syria. A gripping account of bravery, heroism, and the triumph of the human spirit in the face of overwhelming and 
horrific adversity. The testimonies of those involved, woven together with never-before-seen first-hand footage, goes deep into the 
intense, tragic drama of Conroy and Colvin’s journey into Homs and Conroy’s incredible escape from the city. A chilling, moment-by-
moment, journey into the depths of hell. 

 

An Unquiet Life       
Cast: Hugh Bonneville, Rebecca Ferguson 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  John Hay 
Status:  Pre-Production 

TGoldcrest Films International 
Mark Lindsay 

mlindsay@saboteurmedia.com 
Market Office: 1C-D17 

Home Office tel: +1 212 897 3922 
Synopsis: Roald Dahl was the man who came up with Willy Wonka and Oompa Loompa's; the BFG; Matilda's telekinesis; Mr. 
Fox's larcenous ways; Mr. & Mrs. Twit and the Grand High Witch. The Worl's greatest storyteller but perhaps, more surprisingly, this is 
also a story about Patricia Neal; "the new Garbo"; one of the finest actors of her generation. Two people who came out of a tunnel of 
grief over the death of a child; one with a classic book in their hand; the other with an Oscar. Both, in different ways, inspired to 
greater creativity by a great tragedy. 

 

Unseen       
Cast: Rebecca Rogers, Nathalie Buscombe, Laurence Saunders 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Justin Edgar 
Status:  Post-Production 

TFilm Seekers 
Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7447 362 443 

info@film-seekers.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698 
Synopsis: Former Royal marine Commando and single mother Sam is brutally kidnapped on her way to the pharmacy. She 
wakes up disoriented in what seems to be a deserted military factory. Worried that she has left her baby alone at home, she hurries to 
find a way out but all exits have been sealed.She soon realises that she is not alone. Someone or something is preying on her. Stalked 
and attacked by an invisible foe, she must use all of her military skills and knowledge to survive this deadly game of cat and 
mouse.When she discovers that her kidnapper is a serial killer wearing a quantum stealth suit that renders him invisible and that the 
compound is guarded by military drones, she unleashes all her strength in the hope to get back to her baby. 
Unseen is a nail-biting suspense thriller based around a highly original suspense concept. 

 

Van Goghs       
Cast: Aleksey Serebriakov, Daniel Olbrychski, Elena Koreneva 
Genre: Family 
Director:  Sergey Livnev 
Status:  Completed 

TLoco Films 
Arnaud Godart 

arnaud.godart@loco-films.com 
Market Office: 1C-D14 

Home Office tel: +33 6 15 90 18 19 
Synopsis: Mark is a lonely and struggling artist who is unable to form any kind of attachment with anyone, especially not his 
father Victor, a renowned conductor. They both loathe and adore each other at the same time and it all flares up with renewed vigor 
when Mark goes to visit his father after a long time apart. They are then both forced to come to terms with their past, their choices in 
life and their love for each other when Victor slowly withers away... 

 

Vs.       
Cast: Connor Swindells, Fola Evans-Akingbola, Ruth Sheen, Nicholas 

Pinnock, Adam Rooney 
Genre: Drama 
Director:  Ed Lilly 
Status:  Post-Production 

TIndependent 
Asia Muci +44 7448 028 216 

mail@independentfilmcompany.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 207 257 8736 

Synopsis: A troubled foster kid uses his scathing word skills to become an unlikely rap battle champion. But when he 
doorsteps his biological mother after ten years in care, he is forced to face his toughest opponent yet: His Past. 
8 MILE meets BOY A. VS. is an inspirational rites of passage drama set in the exciting UK rap battling scene. 
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Winter Ridge       
Cast: Matt Hookings, Michael McKell, Justin McDonald, Hannah 

Waddingham 
Genre: Thriller 
Director:  Dom Lenoir 
Status:  Completed 

TFilm Seekers 
Caroline Couret-Delègue +44 7447 362 443 

info@film-seekers.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 3950 0698 

Synopsis: Detective Ryan Barnes has his world turned upside down when his wife ends up in a coma following a car accident. 
Spending his days visiting her and desperately hoping she’ll recover, Ryan is pulled into a case involving a spate of deaths of old people 
suffering from dementia. 
As the bodies begin to pile up, Ryan suspects that the deaths aren’t coincidental as they first appear and he believes they are the work 
of a serial killer. As he desperately searches for the killer, Barnes’ doubts increase. Do the motives fit the killer he’s chasing? 
 

 

Women Make Film: A New Road Movie Through 
Cinema       
Genre: Documentary 
Director:  Mark Cousins 
Status:  Completed 

TDogwoof 
Nathalie Rothschild +44 7506 104 903 

info@dogwoof.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 20 7253 6244 

Synopsis: The monumental but largely unrecognized efforts of female filmmakers across the years are highlighted and 
celebrated in this latest and epic entry from filmmaker and historian Mark Cousins. 

 

Zoo-Head       
Cast: Daniel Ahmadi, Hussina Raja, Brian Potter jr., Ross Mullan, 

Jason Wing 
Genre: Science-fiction 
Director:  Navin Dev 
Status:  Completed 

TMoviehouse Entertainment 
Gary Phillips +44 7973 627 494 

info@moviehouseent.com 
Market Office: UK Film Centre 1C-F20 

Home Office tel: +44 1256 385909 

Synopsis: Charlie is a Zoo-Head, addicted to a powerful hallucinogenic with memory crunching side-effects. However, he’s 
forced by the authorities to enter a radically experimental rehabilitation treatment which is supposed to recover his memories and put 
his mind back together as it was prior to his addiction. However, the system crashes and Charlie becomes trapped in a series of 
horrifying ‘memory loops’. Haunted by childhood traumas, Charlie’s psyche repeatedly shuts down in defence, only to reboot with 
increasingly disturbing recurrences. In desperation at his suffering, his girlfriend reveals the true depth of her feelings for him which 
causes Charlie to realise he does have something precious to live for. But, it may be too late, the twists and turns of his visions 
intensify, potentially destroying his mind for good. That is unless the desperate efforts to save him can succeed. 

 

Produced by 

 
Although great efforts have been made to present correct and up-to-date details, no warranty is made 

regarding the accuracy or completeness of the information in this listing. 
 

Feature films have been included because they match several criteria, including: 
Where completed, films are less than one year old (not seen at or before Filmart 2018). 

They are represented in person by a contactable sales company at Filmart 2019. 
 

 


